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 During the republic, tax was assessment on 
wealth and property 
 From 1% to 3% 

 Included all property 

 Collected from individual people 
 By 167, Republic gained new provinces 
 Gold and silver mines in Spain 

 No taxes in Italy 

 More difficult to collect taxes 
▪ Tithe on communites 

 



 Tax farmers used to collect these taxes 
 Every couple of years right to collect taxes up for 

auction 
 Collectors had to convert tax into coinage 
 Surplus was their profit 
 Very corrupt 

 In the empire, tax farming replaced by direct 
taxation 
 More censuses 
 Less progressive 
 Led to economic prosperity 
 



 Emperors met rising challenges for army 
upkeep and maintaining popularity 

 Led to inflation and debased coinage 
 Diocletian's reforms 

 Froze prices 

 Capped maximum prices 

 Constantine’s reforms 

 Senatorial class hereditary 

 Debts and problems passed on to next generation 



 Extensive land and sea routes established 

 Roman roads have lasted 

 Not the main transport network 

 Transport by either ox and cart or horse and 
chariot/carriage 

 Large convoys subject to raids and weather 

 Chariot could only carry light goods 



 Some goods were carried by camels or 
donkeys in an Arab style caravan or by slaves 
 They were cheap but unreliable 

 Land trade only profitable in over short 
distance or small luxury items 

 Larger goods transported by sea 
 Many sea lanes and routes 

 Safe due to removal of piracy 

 Poor amps and little navigational equipment 
made it difficult 

 Yet still more efficient and cheap 



 The design of the empire also eased trade 

 Forums in every  town and city brought 
merchandise 

 Timgad was laid out in a grid pattern 

 Canals and rivers were modified 

 Settlements built on coast 



 



 Ships demonstrate sea route preference 

 Rounded hull 

 Either triremes or biremes 

 Mediterranean patrolled by navy 
 60 times less expensive by sea 
 Huge harbours with  
lighthouses and big 
warehouses also show 
importance of seas. 

 



 



 Rome also traded with the Far and Middle 
East 

 The Silk Road was in use  
 First roman embassies reached China in 166 

AD 

 Sent by Marcus Aurelius 

 Brought many exotic gifts 



 



 Roman economy was largely agrarian and 
slave based 

 Comparatively small industry but it was mainly 
mining  

 



 Agriculture not very advanced 

 It was self sufficient for most of 
the Roman population 

 Improved through use of 
aqueducts 

 There is some evidence of 
mechanisation 

 Mills in Gaul were used to grind 
flour on a huge scale 



 Used two tier crop rotation  
 Needed many slaves 

 Conquest of Carthage brought 
many more slaves into the 
market 
 Landowners lowered their 

operating costs 

 Latifundiae 
 Therefore no need for 

mechanisation 
 Increase in production stunted 

by little incentive 



 Industry was  a minor part of the roman economy 
but was still essential 

 Mining was needed for building materials and metals for 
ornaments and weapons 

 Hydraulic mining widespread 

 Hushing and sluicing 

 More efficient and large scale 

▪ Slaves help in this efficiency 

 Scale never again seen until Industrial Revolution 



Annual metal production in metric tons 

Output per annum 

Iron 82,500  

Copper 15,000  

Lead 80,000  

Silver 11,200  

Gold 11,119  




